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Abstract. During the recent years, the development of tools for deciding Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBFs) satisfiability has been accompanied by a steady
supply of real-world instances, i.e., QBFs originated by translations from application domains such as formal verification and planning. QBFs from these domains
showed to be challenging for current state-of-the-art QBF solvers, and, in order
to tackle them, several techniques and even specialized solvers have been proposed. Among these techniques, there are (i) efficient detection and propagation
of unit and monotone literals, (ii) branching heuristics that leverages the information extracted during the learning phase, and (iii) look-back techniques based
on learning.
In this paper we discuss their implementation in our state-of-the-art solver Q U BE,
pointing out the non trivial issues that arised in the process. We show that all the
techniques positively contribute to Q U BE performances on average. In particular, we show that monotone literal fixing is the most important technique in order
to improve capacity, followed by learning and the heuristics. The situation is reversed if we consider productivity. These and other observations are detailed in
the body of the paper. For our analysis, we consider the formal verification and
planning benchmarks from the 2003 QBF evaluation.

1

Introduction

During the recent years, the development of tools for deciding Quantified Boolean
Formulas (QBFs) has been accompanied by a steady supply of real-word instances,
i.e., QBFs originated by translations from application domains such as formal verification [1, 2] and planning [3, 4]. QBFs from these domains showed to be challenging
for current state-of-the-art QBF solvers, and, in order to tackle them, several techniques
and even specialized QBF solvers [5] have been proposed. Among the techniques that
have been proposed for improving performances, there are (i) efficient detection and
propagation of unit and monotone literals [6, 7], (ii) branching heuristics that leverage
the information extracted during the learning phase [8], and (iii) look-back techniques
based on conflict and solution learning [9–11].
In this paper we discuss the implementation of the above mentioned techniques
in our state-of-the-art QBF solver Q U BE [8], pointing out the non trivial issues that
arised in the process. We show that all the techniques positively contribute to Q U BE
performances. In particular, we show that monotone literal fixing is the most important
?
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technique in order to improve capacity (i.e., the ability to solve problems [12]), followed
by learning and the heuristics. The situation is reversed if we consider productivity (i.e.,
the ability to quickly solve problems [12]). All these considerations obviously hold on
average. Indeed, for each technique, there are instances in which it does not produce any
benefit or, even worse, in which it causes a degradation in the performances. These and
other observations are detailed in the body of the paper. For our analysis, we consider
the formal verification and planning benchmarks from the 2003 QBF evaluation [13].1
Our analysis is, to the best of our knowledge, the first which analyzes the contributions
of (i) monotone literal fixing, (ii) the branching heuristic, and (iii) conflict and solution
learning, for solving real-world problems. Though, strictly speaking, our results holds
only for Q U BE, we expect that the same will carry over to the majority of the other
systems, which, like Q U BE are based on [14]. We expect this to be true especially
for solvers implementing learning as look-back mechanism, i.e., for solvers targeted to
solve real-world benchmarks.
The paper is structured as follows. We first give some formal preliminaries, and
the background knowledge representing the starting point of our analysis. We devote
three sections to the improvements on lookahead techniques, the branching strategy
and learning, respectively. In each section, we first briefly describe its implementation
in Q U BE, and then we present and discuss experimental results showing the positive
contribution of the technique. We end the paper with some remarks.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we first give some formal preliminaries. Then, we present the basic
algorithm of Q U BE, and finally the setting that we have used for our experimental
analysis.
2.1

Formal preliminaries

Consider a set P of propositional letters. An atom is an element of P . A literal is an
atom or the negation thereof. Given a literal l, |l| denotes the atom of l, and l denotes the
complement of l, i.e., if l = a then l = ¬a, and if l = ¬a then l = a, while |l| = a in
both cases. A propositional formula is a combination of atoms using the k-ary (k ≥ 0)
connectives ∧, ∨ and the unary connective ¬. In the following, we use > and ⊥ as
abbreviations for the empty conjunction and the empty disjunction respectively. A QBF
is an expression of the form
ϕ = Q1 x1 Q2 x2 . . . Qn xn Φ

(n ≥ 0)

(1)

where every Qi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a quantifier, either existential ∃, or universal ∀; x1 . . . xn
are distinct atoms in P, and Φ is a propositional formula. Q1 x1 Q2 x2 . . . Qn xn is the
prefix and Φ is the matrix of (1). A literal l is existential, if ∃|l| is in the prefix, and
1

At the time of this writing, the 2004 QBF comparative evaluation has just finished. Unfortunately, a now corrected bug in Q U BE look-ahead caused Q U BE to incorrectly decide a few
randomly generated benchmarks, and thus it did not enter in the second stage of the evaluation.

bool S OLVE(Q, Σ, ∆, Π, S)
1 hQ, Σ, ∆, Π, Si ← L OOKAHEAD(Q, Σ, ∆, Π, S)
2 if (∆ = ∅ or ∅∀ ∈ Π) then return TRUE
3 if (∅∃ ∈ Σ ∪ ∆) then return FALSE
4 l ← C HOOSE -L ITERAL(Q, Σ, ∆, Π)
5 hQ, Σ, ∆, Πi ← A SSIGN(l, Q, Σ, ∆, Π)
6 V ← S OLVE(Q, Σ, ∆, Π, S ∪ {l})
7 if ((l is existential and V is TRUE) then
8 return TRUE
9 else if ((l is universal and V is FALSE) then
10 return FALSE
11 else
12 hQ, Σ, ∆, Πi ← A SSIGN(l, Q, Σ, ∆, Π)
13 return S OLVE(Q, Σ, ∆, Π, S ∪ {l})

set A SSIGN(l, Q, Σ, ∆, Π)
26 Q ← R EMOVE(Q, |l|)
27 for each c ∈ Σ s.t. l ∈ c do
28 Σ ← Σ \ {c}
29 for each c ∈ ∆ s.t. l ∈ c do
30 ∆ ← ∆ \ {c}
31 for each t ∈ Π s.t. l ∈ t do
32 Π ← Π \ {t}
33 for each c ∈ Σ s.t. l ∈ c do
34 Σ ← (Σ \ {c}) ∪ {c \ {l}}
35 for each c ∈ ∆ s.t. l ∈ c do
36 ∆ ← (∆ \ {c}) ∪ {c \ {l}}
37 for each t ∈ Π s.t. l ∈ t do
38 Π ← (Π \ {t}) ∪ {t \ {l}}
39 return hQ, Σ, ∆, Πi

set L OOKAHEAD(Q, Σ, ∆, Π, S)
14 do
15 hQ0 , Σ 0 , ∆0 , Π 0 , S 0 i ← hQ, Σ, ∆, Π, Si
16 for each l s.t. {l}∃ ∈ Σ ∪ ∆ or {l}∀ ∈ Π do
17
S ← S ∪ {l}
18
hQ, Σ, ∆, Πi ← A SSIGN(l, Q, Σ, ∆, Π)
19 for each l s.t. {k ∈ Σ ∪ ∆ ∪ Π | l ∈ k} = ∅ do
20
if (l is existential) then
21
hQ, Σ, ∆, Πi ← A SSIGN(l, Q, Σ, ∆, Π)
22
else
23
hQ, Σ, ∆, Πi ← A SSIGN(l, Q, Σ, ∆, Π)
24 while hQ, Σ, ∆, Π, Si =
6 hQ0 , Σ 0 , ∆0 , Π 0 , S 0 i
25 return hQ, Σ, ∆, Π, Si
Fig. 1. Basic search algorithm of Q U BE.

universal otherwise. We say that (1) is in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) when Φ
is a conjunction of clauses, where each clause is a disjunction of literals in x1 . . . xn ;
we say that (1) is in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) when Φ is a disjunction of terms
(or cubes), where each term is a conjunction of literals in x1 . . . xn . We use the term
constraints when we refer to clauses and terms indistinctly. The semantics of a QBF
ϕ can be defined recursively as follows. If the prefix is empty, then ϕ’s satisfiability is
defined according to the truth tables of propositional logic. If ϕ is ∃xψ (resp. ∀xψ), ϕ
is satisfiable if and only if {ϕ}x or (resp. and) {ϕ}¬x are satisfiable. If ϕ = Qxψ is a
QBF and l is a literal with |l| = x, {ϕ}l is the QBF obtained from ψ by substituting l
with > and l with ⊥.
2.2

Q U BE basic algorithm

In Figure 1 we present the pseudo-code of S OLVE, the basic search algorithm of Q U BE.
S OLVE generalizes the standard backtracking algorithm for QBFs as introduced in [14],

by taking into account that clauses and terms can be dynamically learned during the
search. Given a QBF (1) in CNF, S OLVE takes five parameters:
1. Q is the prefix, i.e., the list Q1 x1 , . . . , Qn xn .
2. Σ is a set of clauses. Initially Σ is empty, but clauses are added to Σ as the search
proceeds as result of the learning process, see [9].
3. ∆ is the set of clauses corresponding to the matrix of the input formula.
4. Π is a set of terms. As for Σ, initially Π is empty, but terms are added to Π as the
search proceeds as result of the learning process, see [9].
5. S is a consistent set of literals called assignment. Initially S = ∅.
In the following, as customary in search algorithms, we deal with constraints as if
they were sets of literals, and assume that forall constraint c, it is not the case that x and
¬x belong to c, for some atom x. Further, given hQ, Σ, ∆, Πi corresponding to a QBF
(1), we assume that the clauses and terms added to Σ and Π respectively, do not alter
the correctness of the procedure. This amounts to say that, for any sequence of literals
l1 ; . . . ; lm with m ≤ n and |li | = xi , the following three formulas are equi-satisfiable:
{. . . {{Q1 x1 Q2 x2 . . . Qn xn (∧c∈∆ ∨l∈c l)}l1 }l2 . . .}lm ,
{. . . {{Q1 x1 Q2 x2 . . . Qn xn ((∧c∈∆ ∨l∈c l) ∧ (∧c∈Σ ∨l∈c l))}l1 }l2 . . .}lm ,
{. . . {{Q1 x1 Q2 x2 . . . Qn xn ((∧c∈∆ ∨l∈c l) ∨ (∨t∈Π ∧l∈t l))}l1 }l2 . . .}lm .
Consider a QBF ϕ corresponding to hQ, Σ, ∆, Πi.
At a high level of abstraction, S OLVE can be seen as a procedure generating the
semantic tree corresponding to ϕ. The basic operation is thus that of assigning a literal l
and simplifying ϕ accordingly, i.e., compute {ϕ}l and simplify it. In Figure 1, this task
is performed by the function A SSIGN(l, Q, Σ, ∆, Π), which
– Removes |l| and its bounding quantifier from the prefix (line 26),
– Removes all the clauses (resp. terms) to which l (resp. l) pertains (lines 27-32).
These clauses are said to be eliminated by l.
– Removes l (resp. l) from all the clauses (resp. terms) to which l (resp. l) pertains
(lines 33-38). These clauses are said to be simplified by l.
In the following we say that a literal l is:
– open if |l| is in Q, and assigned otherwise;
– unit if there exist a clause c ∈ Σ ∪ ∆ (resp. a term t ∈ Π) such that l is the only
existential in c (resp. universal in t) and there are no literals in c (resp. in t) with an
higher level. The level of an atom is 1 + the number of expressions Qj xj Qj+1 xj+1
in Q with j ≥ i and Qj 6= Qj+1 . The level of a literal l is the level of |l|.
– monotone if for all constraints k ∈ (Σ ∪ ∆ ∪ Π), l 6∈ k.
Now consider the routine L OOKAHEAD in Figure 1: {l}∃ (resp. {l}∀ ) denotes a constraint which is unit in l. The function L OOKAHEAD has the task of simplifying its
input QBF by finding and assigning all unit (lines 16-18) and monotone literals (lines
19-23). Since assigning unit or monotone literals may cause the generation of new unit
or monotone literals (this is different from the SAT case in which assigning monotone
literals cannot generate new unit literals) L OOKAHEAD loops till no further simplification is possible (lines 14-15, 24).
The function S OLVE works in four steps:

1. Simplify the input instance with L OOKAHEAD (line 1).
2. Check if the termination condition is met (lines 2-3): if the test in line 2 is true, then
S is a solution, while if the test in line 3 is true, then a S is a conflict; ∅∃ (resp. ∅∀ )
stands for the empty clause (resp. empty term), i.e., a constraint without existential
(resp. universal) literals.
3. Choose heuristically a literal l (line 4) such that |l| is at the highest level in the
prefix. The literal returned by C HOOSE -L ITERAL is called branching literal.
4. Assign the chosen literal (line 5), and recursively evaluate the resulting QBF (line
6):
(a) if l is existential and the recursive evaluation yields TRUE then TRUE is returned
(lines 7-8), otherwise
(b) if l is universal and the recursive evaluation yields FALSE then FALSE is returned (lines 9-10), otherwise
(c) l is assigned (line 12), and the result of the recursive evaluation of the resulting
QBF is returned (line 13).
It is easy to see that the execution of the code in lines 5-13 causes the generation of
an AND-OR tree, whose OR nodes correspond to existential literals, while AND
nodes correspond to universal literals.
S OLVE returns TRUE if the input QBF is satisfiable and FALSE otherwise.
For the sake of clarity we have presented S OLVE with recursive chronological backtracking. To avoid the expensive copying of data structures that would be needed to save
Σ, ∆ and Π at each node, Q U BE (and most of the available systems as well) features a
non-recursive implementation of the lookback procedure. The implementation is based
on an explicit search stack and on data structures that can assign a literal during lookahead and then retract the assignment during lookback, i.e., restore Σ, ∆ and Π to the
configuration before the assignment was made. Further, as we already said in the introduction, Q U BE differs from the above high-level description in that it features the
techniques that are the subject of the next three sections.
2.3

Experimental setting

In order to evaluate the contribution of the different components to Q U BE performances, we considered the 450 formal verification and planning instances that constituted part of the 2003 QBF evaluation2 : 25% of these instances are from formal
verification problems [1, 2], and the remaining are from planning domains [3, 4]. As
we said in the introduction, these instances showed to be challenging for the 2003 QBF
solvers comparative evaluation. Further, a subset of this testset was also included in the
2004 evaluation, and, according to some preliminary results, some of instances showed
to be still hard to solve.
All the experiments were run on a farm of identical PCs, each one equipped with
a PIV 3.2GHz processor, 1GB of RAM, running Linux Debian 3.0. Finally, each
system had a timeout value of 900s per instance.
2

With respect to the non-random instances used in the 2003 QBF comparative evaluation, our
test set does not include the QBF encodings of the modal K formulas submitted by Guoqiang
Pan [15].

3

Lookahead

Goal of the L OOKAHEAD function is to simplify the formula by propagating unit and
monotone literals till no further simplification is possible. Any efficient implementation
of a QBF solver has to rely on an efficient implementation of L OOKAHEAD. Indeed,
most of the literals are assigned inside the function L OOKAHEAD: on our test set, if we
consider the ratio R between
– the number of calls to A SSIGN made within L OOKAHEAD (lines 18, 21, 23).
– the number of calls to A SSIGN made within S OLVE (lines 5, 12), and
we have that R, on the problems that Q U BE takes more than 1s to solve, is 514 on
average, i.e., assigning one branching literal, causes hundreds of literals to be assigned
inside L OOKAHEAD. Further, by running a profiler on Q U BE, we have seen that on
all the instances that we have tried, lookahead always amounted to more than 70% of
the total runtime: this result echoes analogous remarks made in the SAT literature (see,
e.g., [16]). Finally, the need for a fast lookahead procedure is accentuated by the use
of learning [9], where the solver adds (possibly very long) constraints to the initial set
given in input.
3.1

Algorithm

The implementation of L OOKAHEAD in Q U BE is based on an extension of the lazy
data structures as presented in [6], to detect and assign unit and monotone literals.
In particular, for detecting existential unit literals, we use the three literal watching
(3LW) schema as described in [6]. For detecting universal unit literals, 3LW can be
easily adapted to the case. Similar to the SAT case, all the literal watching schemes in [6]
do not require to perform elimination of constraints, but only some of the simplifications
(those being “watched”) are performed when assigning a literal. However, compared
to the other watching literal schemes in [6], 3LW performs less operations if in each
constraint the existential and universal literals are listed separately, as it is the case in
Q U BE.
For monotone literal fixing (MLF), we implemented clause watching (CW) as described in [6]. However, the implementation of CW in Q U BE posed some problems
due to the interaction between monotone literals and learning (see [7]). The first observation is that the detection of monotone literals requires, when assigning a literal l, to
perform also all the associated eliminations: These operations at least in part obscure
the advantages of 3LW. Then, in order to reduce the burden of eliminating constraints,
it is important to reduce the set of constraints to be considered. Problems arise because,
given a QBF ϕ = hQ, Σ, ∆, Πi, it may be the case that for a literal l, the condition
{k ∈ ∆ | l ∈ k} = ∅

(2)

{k ∈ Σ ∪ ∆ ∪ Π | l ∈ k} = ∅

(3)

is satisfied, while
is not. Thus, a literal l may be assigned as monotone because it does not occur in the
matrix of the input formula, but assigning l to true may cause (i) the simplification

of some learned constraint, (ii) the generation of an empty clause or an empty term,
and (iii) the presence of l in the reason associated to the empty clause/term. This last
fact would require the computation of a reason for monotone literals, to be used while
backtracking. While from a theoretical point of view it is possible to compute such a
reason, it is still an open issue how to do it efficiently, and [7] describes some problems
that point out that it cannot be done in all cases.
Summing up, problems arise when
– l is monotone, existential and l belongs to a working reason originating from a
conflict, or
– l is monotone, universal and l belongs to a working reason originating from a solution.
As discussed in [9], if condition (3) is satisfied then assigning l as monotone is not
problematic meaning that it is always possible to compute the working reason wr in
order to avoid l ∈ wr. Still, checking condition (3) is not practical because, when
assigning a literal l, would require to eliminate all the corresponding constraints in
Σ ∪ ∆ ∪ Π (or at least, from Σ ∪ ∆ if l is existential, and from Σ ∪ Π if l is universal).
The solution that we have adopted for MLF in Q U BE is to assign a literal as monotone when condition (2) is satisfied, and then to temporarily delete from Σ ∪ Π all the
clauses where l occurs. This solves all the above mentioned problems, and it has the
following advantages:
1. It allows to assign as monotone more literals than those that would be assigned
according to condition (3), and
2. From a computational point of view, it is far less expensive since, when assigning
a literal l it only requires to eliminate constraints in ∆.
3.2

Effectiveness

It is well known that unit literal propagation is fundamental for efficiency, while, at
least in the SAT setting, MLF is often considered to be inefficient, and indeed, it is not
implemented by most of the state-of-the-art SAT solvers like Z CHAFF.
The performances of Q U BE when run with and without MLF (we will call the
resulting system Q U BE( MLF− )) is shown in Figure 2. In the left plot, the x-axis is
the CPU-time of Q U BE and the y-axis is the CPU-time of Q U BE( MLF− ). A plotted
point hx, yi represents a benchmark on which Q U BE and Q U BE( MLF− ) take x and
y seconds respectively.3 For convenience, we also plot the points hx, xi, each representing the benchmarks solved by Q U BE in x seconds. As it can be seen from the
figure, Q U BE( MLF− ) is faster than Q U BE on many benchmarks (96), represented by
the points below the diagonal. However, these points are mostly located at the beginning
of the plot, and represent instances that are solved in less than a second. Indeed, assigning a literal when MLF is enabled is more expensive and, on easy instances, MLF does
3

In principle, one point hx, yi could correspond to many benchmarks solved by Q U BE and
Q U BE( MLF− ) in x and y seconds respectively. However, in this and the other scatter diagrams
that we consider, each point (except for the point h900, 900i, representing the instances on
which both solvers time-out) corresponds to a single instance in most cases.

Fig. 2. Effectiveness of monotone literal fixing: CPU time (left) and number of assignment (right)

not pay off. Still, MLF can greatly cut the search tree. This is evident from the right plot
in the figure, showing the number of assignments made by Q U BE( MLF− ) wrt Q U BE
when considering the instances solved by both solvers: There are only 10 clearly visible points below the diagonal, meaning that the 96 problems on which Q U BE( MLF− )
is faster than Q U BE are due to the burden of MLF. Of these 96 problems,
– there is only one problem (represented by the point on the vertical axis at the extreme right) which is solved by Q U BE( MLF− ) and on which Q U BE timeouts, and
– among the instances that are solved by both solvers, Q U BE( MLF− ) is faster than
Q U BE of at least one order of magnitude on only 3 instances, two of which solved
by Q U BE in less than 0.1s.
On the other hand, (i) Q U BE is able to solve 65 instances not solved by Q U BE( MLF− ),
and (ii) Q U BE is at least one order of magnitude faster than Q U BE( MLF− ) on 31 other
problems. These and other numbers are reported in Table 1.a.

4

Heuristic

In SAT, it is well known that the branching heuristic is important for efficiency. In the
QBF setting, the situation is different. Indeed, we are only allowed to choose a literal l
if |l| is at the highest level in the prefix. Thus, on a QBF of the form
∃x1 ∀x2 ∃x3 ...∀xn−1 ∃xn Φ

(4)

the heuristic is likely to be (almost) useless: unless atoms are removed from the prefix
because unit or monotone, the atom to pick at each node is fixed. On the other hand, on
a QBF of the form
∃x1 ∃x2 . . . ∃xm Φ
(5)

Fig. 3. Effectiveness of the heuristics: overall (left) and best (right)

corresponding to a SAT instance, it is likely that the heuristic will play an important
role. Indeed, we expect the role of the heuristic to have more and more importance as the
number of alternations (i.e., expressions of the form Qj xj Qj+1 xj+1 with Qj 6= Qj+1 )
in Q is small compared to the number of variables. In (4) the number of alternations is
the number of variables -1, while in (5) is 0. In practice, the number of alternations is in
between the two extreme cases represented by the above two equations. In many cases,
it is 1 or 2, and thus we expect the heuristic to be important.
In this section, we show that this is the case for Q U BE heuristic, meaning that it
performs consistently better, on average, than a simple random heuristic.
4.1

Algorithm

Even in SAT, where the number of alternations is 0, the design of an heuristic has to be
a trade-off between accuracy and speed. VSIDS (Variable State Independent Decaying
Sum) [16] is now at the basis of most recent SAT solvers for real world problems. The
basic ideas of VSIDS are to (i) initially rank literals on the basis of the occurrences in
the matrix, (ii) increment the weight of the literals in the learned constraints, and (iii)
periodically divide by a constant the weight of each literal.
In our QBF setting, the above needs to be generalized taking into account the prefix
and also the presence of both learned constraints and terms. In Q U BE this is done by
periodically sorting literals according to (i) the prefix level of the corresponding atom,
(ii) their score, and (iii) their numeric ID. The score of each literal l is computed as
follows:
– initially, it is set to the number of clauses in which l belongs,
– at the i + 1 step, the score is computed by summing the score at the previous step
divided by two, and the number of constraints c such that

• l ∈ c, if l is existential, and
• l ∈ c, if l is universal.
When the input QBF corresponds to a SAT formula, the above heuristic boils down to
VSIDS.
4.2

Effectiveness

To evaluate the role of the heuristic in Q U BE, we compared it with Q U BE( RND ), i.e.,
Q U BE with a heuristic which randomly select a literal at the highest prefix level. Because of the randomness, we run Q U BE( RND ) 5 times on each instance. Given an
instance ϕ, if we order the time spent to solve ϕ from the best (1) to the worst (5),
then we can define Q U BE( RND )[i] to be the system whose performance on ϕ is the
i-th best among the 5 results. The results of Q U BE, Q U BE( RND )[1-5] are plotted in
Figure 3 left. In the figure, the results of each solver are (i) sorted independently and
in ascending order, (ii) filtered out by removing the first 148 and the last 76 values,
and (iii) plotted against an ordinal in the range [1-226] on the x-axis. The filtering has
been done in order to increase the readability of the figure. Indeed, each solver (i) is
able to solve at least 148 problems in a time ≥ 0.02s, and (ii) timeouts on at least 76
values. Thus, if a point hx, yi belongs to the plot of a system S, this means that x + 148
instances are solved in less than y seconds by S.
Several observations are in order. The first one is that the heuristic plays a role. This
is evident if we consider the five plots of Q U BE( RND )[1-5], which show that there can
be significant differences among different runs of Q U BE with a random heuristics. The
second observation is that Q U BE is better than Q U BE( RND )[1], i.e., the solver among
Q U BE( RND )[1-5] having the best result on each single instance:
– Q U BE (resp. Q U BE( RND )[1]) is able to solve 19 (resp. 9) instances that are not
solved by Q U BE( RND )[1] (resp. Q U BE),
– among the instances solved by both solvers, Q U BE (resp. Q U BE( RND )[1]) is at
least one order of magnitude faster than Q U BE( RND )[1] (resp. Q U BE) on 41 (resp.
10) instances.
The above data can be seen on the right plot, representing the performances of Q U BE
versus Q U BE( RND )[1]. From the right plot, it also emerges that Q U BE( RND )[1] is
faster on many instances (115). Of course, this number goes down to 69 and 32 if
we consider Q U BE( RND )[3] or Q U BE( RND )[5]. Still, the presence of 32 problems
(roughly 8% of the problems that are solved by at least one solver) in which Q U BE( RND )[5]
is faster than Q U BE points out that there are QBFs in which the heuristic does not seem
to play any role. On these problems, Q U BE pays the overhead of periodically computing the score of each literal, and sort them according to the above outlined criteria.
For more data, see Table 1.

5

Learning

Learning is a look-back strategy whose effectiveness for solving real-world problems
is a consolidated result in the SAT literature (see, e.g., [17, 18, 16]). In the QBF setting, mixed results have been so far obtained, see, e.g., [9, 11, 10, 13, 19]. In particular,

Fig. 4. Effectiveness of learning: with a VSIDS (left) and a random heuristic (right).

in [19] it is argued that while learning “conflicts” (computed while backtracking from
an empty clause) leads to the expected positive results, learning “solutions” (computed
while backtracking from an empty term or the empty matrix) does not always produce
positive results, especially on real-world benchmarks.
Here we show that both conflict and solution learning are essential for Q U BE performances.
5.1

Algorithm

Learning amounts to store clauses (resp. terms) computed while backtracking by performing clause (resp. term) resolution4 between a “working reason” that is initially
computed when an empty clause (resp. an empty term or the empty matrix) is found,
and the “reason” corresponding to unit literals that are stored while descending the
search tree, see [21].
As in SAT, two of the key issues are the criteria used for deciding when a constraint has to be learned (i.e., stored in Σ/Π), and then unlearned (i.e., removed from
Σ/Π). Learning in Q U BE works as follows. Assume that we are backtracking on a
literal l having decision level n, i.e., such that there are n AND-OR nodes before l. The
constraint corresponding to the current working reason wr is learned if and only if:
– l is existential (resp. universal) if we are backtracking from a conflict (resp. solution),
– all the assigned literals in wr but l, have a decision level strictly smaller than n, and
– there are no open universal (resp. existential) literals in wr that are before l in the
prefix.
4

Clause resolution is called Q-resolution in [20].

Fig. 5. Effectiveness of conflict (left) and solution (right) learning.

These conditions ensure that l is unit in the constraint corresponding to the reason. Once
the constraint is learned, Q U BE backjumps to the node corresponding to the literal l0 6=
l in wr with maximum decision level. Notice that on a SAT instance, Q U BE learning
mechanism behaves similarly to the “1-UIP-learning” scheme used in Z CHAFF.
For unlearning, Q U BE uses a relevance bounded learning (of order r) schema as
introduced in SAT by [18]: The set of learned constraints is periodically scanned and
the constraints having more than r open literals are deleted.
In QBF, another key issue is the initialization of the working reason wr, especially
when a solution is found (when a conflict is found, we can do as in SAT). In the case
of a solution, in Q U BE, our approach is to first set wr to a set of literals having the
following properties:
– it is a subset of the assignment S that led to the current solution,
– it is a prime implicant of the matrix of the input QBF,
– is such that there does not exist another set of literals satisfying the first two properties and
• with a smaller (under set inclusion) set of universal literals, or
• causing a deeper backtrack.
Then, some extra computation is done in order to try to further reduce the universal
literals in wr. See [21] for more details.
5.2

Effectiveness

Figure 4 left shows the performances of Q U BE versus Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ ), i.e., Q U BE
without learning but both conflict and solution backjumping enabled [22]. The first
consideration is that learning pays off:

– Q U BE (resp. Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ )) is able to solve 16 (resp. 1) instances that are not
solved by Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ ) (resp. Q U BE),
– among the instances solved by both solvers, Q U BE (resp. Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ )) is at
least one order of magnitude faster than Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ ) (resp. Q U BE) on 39 (esp.
0) instances.
Still, the above data are not entirely satisfactory for two reasons.
First, in Q U BE learning and the heuristic are tightly coupled: Whenever Q U BE
learns a constraint, it also increments the score of the literals in it. In Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ )
no constraint is ever learned. As a consequence, in Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ ), (i) literals are
initially sorted on the basis of their occurrences in the input QBF, and (ii) the score of
each literal is periodically halved till it becomes 0. When all the literals have score 0,
then literals at the same prefix level are chosen according to their lexicographic order.
Second, independently from the heuristic being used, a plot showing the performances of Q U BE with and without learning, does not say which of the two learning
schemes (conflict, solution) is effective [19].
To address the first problem, we consider Q U BE with a random heuristic, with and
without learning: We call the resulting systems Q U BE( RND ) and Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )
respectively. As in the previous section, we run each system 5 times on each benchmark, and we introduce the systems Q U BE( RND )[i] and Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[i] (1 ≤
i ≤ 5)). The results for Q U BE( RND )[3] and Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[3] are plotted
in Figure 4 right. From the plot, it is easy to see that Q U BE( RND )[3] is faster than
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[3] in most cases. To witness this fact
– Q U BE( RND ) (resp. Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )) is able to solve 21 (resp. 2) instances
that are not solved by Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ ) (resp. Q U BE),
– among the instances solved by both solvers, Q U BE (resp. Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ )) is at
least one order of magnitude faster than Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ ) (resp. Q U BE) on 68 (esp.
2) instances.
Comparing with the results on the left plot, it seems that with a random heuristic learning becomes more important. This fact witnesses also in our setting the well-known tension between look-ahead and look-back techniques: Using a “smart” look-ahead makes
the look-back less important, and viceversa. Still, because of the randomness in the systems, 5 runs are too few in order to draw precise quantitative conclusions. Still, at from
a qualitative point of view, it is clear that learning can produce significant speed-ups.
To address the second problem, we considered the systems Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )
and Q U BE( RND , CLN , SBJ ), i.e., the systems obtained from Q U BE( RND ) by disabling
conflict learning and solution learning respectively. As usual we run each system 5 times
on each instance, and we define Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[i] and Q U BE( RND , CLN , SBJ )[i]
(1 ≤ i ≤ 5) as before. Figure 5 shows the performances of Q U BE( RND )[3] versus
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[3] (left plot) and Q U BE( RND , CLN , SBJ )[3] (right plot). From
the plots, we see that both conflict and solution learning pay off. In each plot, there
are only a few points well below the diagonal. Further, by comparing the two plots, it
seems that solution learning is more effective than conflict learning, but again we have
to take this as qualitative indication. Some detailed quantitative information is reported
in Table 1.b. From the table, we can see that the overall performances of Q U BE( RND )[i]

Table 1.a

Table 1.b

>   ./ ×10< ×0.1> TO

Q U BE
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Q U BE( MLF− )
Q U BE( RND )[1]
Q U BE( RND )[2]
Q U BE( RND )[3]
Q U BE( RND )[4]
Q U BE( RND )[5]
Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ )

141
137
134
126
124
108
146

73
112
139
166
189
213
181
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106
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37
24
31
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19
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24
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1
9
9
9
9
8
1
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67
67
67
68
75
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135
151
169
141
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244
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205
222
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134
169
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245
78
110
134
183
218
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225
192
0
0
72
43
25
17
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128
82
48
20
6
142
90
39
11
2
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2
8
13
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7
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24
6
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26
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0
7
2
2
2
2
5
5
3
1
1
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1
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Q U BE( RND )[3]
Q U BE( RND )[1]
Q U BE( RND )[2]
Q U BE( RND )[4]
Q U BE( RND )[5]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[1]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[2]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[3]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[4]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[5]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[1]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[2]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[3]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[4]
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[5]
Q U BE( RND , CLN , SBJ )[1]
Q U BE( RND , CLN , SBJ )[2]
Q U BE( RND , CLN , SBJ )[3]
Q U BE( RND , CLN , SBJ )[4]
Q U BE( RND , CLN , SBJ )[5]

31
41
44
53
62
79
39

3
10
6
5
4
4
0

140
86
88
89
91
97
91

./ ×10< ×0.1> TO
86
0
43
86
88
0
19
88
89
27
0
91
89
61
0
97
82
27
20
95
87
43
7
104
87
68
2
108
87
83
1
116
87
99
1
132
84
20
26
91
84
27
14
96
86
40
5
101
88
54
1
105
88
87
0
112
85
7
36
91
85
15
15
95
88
29
5
107
89
51
0
115
89
69
0
127

Table 1. Comparison among various versions of Q U BE. In each table, the comparison considers
a system taken as reference and written in the top left box in the table: Q U BE in Table 1.a, and
Q U BE( RND )[3] in Table 1.b. In each table, if A is the system taken as reference in it, and B 6= A
is a solver in the first column, then the other columns report the number of problems that: “=”,
A and B solve in the same time; “<”, A and B solve but A takes less time than B; “>”, A and
B solve but A takes more time than B; “”, A solves while B does not; “”, A does not solve
while B does; “./”, A and B do not solve; “×10<”, both A and B solve but on which A is at
least one order of magnitude faster; “×0.1<”, both A and B solve but on which A is at least
one order of magnitude slower; “TO”, B does not solve. The number of timeouts for Q U BE and
Q U BE( RND )[3] is 76 and 89 respectively.

are better than the performances of Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[i], Q U BE( RND , CLN , SBJ )[i]
and Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[i]. The above positive results for solution learning are confirmed if we compare the number of solutions found by Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[i] and
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[i] as in [19]: For example, considering the instances solved by
both solvers in more than 1s and for which at least one solution is found by both,
the average (resp. maximum) of the ratio between the number of solutions found by
Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SBJ )[3] and Q U BE( RND , CBJ , SLN )[3] is 5.4 (resp. 42.4). The negative results reported in [19] for solution-based look-back mechanisms are not comparable with ours, given the different mechanisms implemented by the respective solvers
(e.g., for computing the initial solution and for monotone literal fixing), and the different experimental setting (e.g., the testset).

6

Concluding remarks

Given the results in Table 1.a, we can say that all the techniques contribute to the effectiveness of Q U BE. In terms of improving the capacity (i.e., the ability to solve problems [12]), the most effective one seems to be MLF, followed by learning and the heuristic: Q U BE solves 64, 15 and 13 instances more than Q U BE( MLF− ), Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ )
and Q U BE( RND ) respectively. In terms of improving the productivity (i.e., the ability
to quickly solve problems [12]) the picture seems to be the opposite. The most effective
technique is the heuristic, then learning and finally MLF: the difference between
– the number of problems in which Q U BE is at least 1 order of magnitude faster, and
– the number of problems in which Q U BE is at least 1 order of magnitude slower
than Q U BE( RND ), Q U BE( CBJ , SBJ ) and Q U BE( MLF− ) is 48, 39 and 28 respectively.
In the above statements, we used the phrase “seems to be” to stress once more that the
numbers in the table have to be taken as indications of average behaviors because of the
randomness of some of the solvers that we considered. Still, the fact that MLF increases
capacity more than productivity, and that for the heuristic the situation is the opposite
matches our intuition: Indeed, the bottleneck of Q U BE and of all the solvers based
on [14] is that the search tree is explored taking into account the prefix. Any look-ahead
mechanism that, like MLF, overrides the “prefix-rule” may greatly improve the capacity of the solver, because it may allow to assign literals (i) that are fundamental for
quickly deciding the formula (un)satisfiability, and (ii) that would have been assigned
much later without it. Still, such look-ahead mechanisms have always an associated
overhead, which may worsen the productivity. Other examples of look-ahead mechanisms having the above characteristics are the partial instantiation techniques described
in [23]: Indeed, the results reported in [23] support our conclusions. The heuristic on the
other hand, may still produce exponential speed-ups, but it does not address the main
bottleneck of search algorithms based on [14]. Thus, the heuristic may improve performances and thus productivity, but we expect that in some domains many instances
(that would be solvable with a proper look-ahead mechanism) will remain unsolvable
no matter the heuristic being used.
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